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The ongın of the Hungarian word kölcsön 'loan' İs one of the difficult 
etymologies among the Turlcic loanwords in Hungary. In our forthcoming 
book, to be published hopefully in 2008 written with Arpad Berta on the 
Turkic loanwords İn Hungarian (on which see Berta - R6na-Tas 2002) we 
will deal with this word among the more than 400 others. This paper is based 
on the lemma kölesön. 

it was B. Munkacsi (1901: 190), who fırst compared the Hungarian word 
with the Chuvash and Mongolian words to be cited below. Gombocz 
(1912:103) accepted the Turkic origin of the Hungarian word. Ligeti (1935, 
1986:45) analyzed the relevant data without giying a final etymon. Benkö İn 
the Hungarian and German edition of the Hungarian Historic-Etymological 
dictionary (Benkö 1967 -1984/2:505 -506, 1993 -1997/2:814) accepted its 
T origin and the analysis of Ligeti. At the time of the copying H did not have 
the vowel -ö-, thus it substituted foreign -ö- by -ü-, and later it became more 
close. In the dialects the H word has also the form köcsön [kö:cön] with the -
1- disappearing and leaving a lengthened vowel behind, which İs a H 
development. 

The word is propping up in the Divan of Kashgari in an expression kölüg 
neng 'something borrowed', but otherwise absent from all Old and Middle 
Turlcic sources known to us. In Chuvash we fınd the following data: 

kivsen 'dolg, v dolg' (Chuv ~ CherM küsen 'dolg, zaem, vzaymy, 
zaimoobrazno'), kivsen il- 'zanja( (vza( v dolg)', kivsenle 'bra( vzaimy, 
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zaimoobrazno', kivsen par- 'davar v dolg' (ChuvA), küsen 'vzaem 
»kivsen«' (ChuvApskrt). 

In Mongolian: 
kölüsün, kölesün 'sweat, perspiration; payment for work, wages; hire, 

rent, charges, fees, interest, commission', kötüsCi 'labourer, journeyman', 
kölüre-, kölere- 'to sweat, perspire'. 

From MongoHan the word entered Yakut and Dolgan: 
kölösün 'pot, isparİna, grjaz, tmd, vina' (Y), kölöhün 'Schweiss' (Dolg). 
The Chuvash word is İsolated. it is even more difficult to analyze its 

morphological stmcture. Ligeti (1935a/1977[ -1979]:249) considered the 
word to consist of a form külcy or külc " ... and *külcyn is the form 
augmented with an adverbial -n ["az adverbiumi n- jellel bovült esete"]. 
Ligeti correctly saw that here we have to do with an originally adverbial 
stmcture. -We have such locutions askivsen il- 'zanjat' (vza( v dolg); 
literally: to take (il-) as a loan', kivsen par- 'davaf v dolg; to give as a loan' . 
In 1986 Ligeti was more cautious, and wrote only that we have here to do 
with "a derivation" ["szarmazekaval van dolgunk"] of the hitherto not 
identified verb köl- 'to borrow' (Ligeti 1986:45). The Chuvash scholars only 
registered the fact that there İs no parallel in the other Turkİc languages (see 
Egorov 1964:111, Fedotov 1996/1:290). Rasanen analyzed the word as küs
en without any remark (1969:308). 

The old T instrumental suffix -(X)n is present, though not productive in 
ehuvash. It hasbeen dealtwith by Andreev (1957:27) and Levitskaja 
(1976:27). We can find it in a few 10cutİons such as: aUan par ta uran ut 
'gİve with your hand, go by your feet'. In Chuvash there is a denomina! 
adverbial suffix which has the form -çm/-en. it was correctly pointed out by 
Egorov (1954:278) and Levİtskaja (1976: 114) that this suffix is historically 
the same as the old T instmmental suffix. This function is present in OT 
kisin 'in winter', ilkin 'from the beginning', etc. In Chuvash the suffixhas a 
full vowel if the base has a full final vowel: uksa 'money', uksan 'by money 
(e.g. uksan tüle- 'pay wİth/by money')', semse 'sofi', semsen 'sofily'( e.g. 
semsen kala- 'to teıı something gently, kindly'), etc. In all other cases its 
vowel İs a reduced one: kunen 'daily' « kun 'day'), percen '(grain) by 
grain' (perce 'grain'). If Chuv kivsen has this adverbial suffix it had to have 
a fina! with full voweL. Thus we have to suppose a nominal base with a final 
vowel: *kivse+An. Ligeti in his paper (1935a/1977[-1979]:249) supposed 
kül- (in 1986 köl-) and a denominal noun from this verb in the form kölc or 
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köıc·y. As a parallel to this derivation Ligeti (1986:45) quotes from Clauson 
the Uighur word tölc, tölec 'free, without payment' (UCiv:293 
'Rekompens') from töle- 'to payadebt, repay a Ioan'. The word is present in 
the Codex Cumanicus as tölec 'gratis, umsonst' from töle-'bezahlen'. it has 
a MongoHan counterpart İn Mo tölü- 'to compensate, pay off, payadebt, 
recompense'. Though a verb *köl- or *köle-'toborrow' did not crop up until 
now, in AK, as it was aıready mentioned by Ligeti (1935a/1977[-
1979]:250, 1986:45) we find kölüg neng 'som~thing borrowed'. This was 
read by Brockelmann (1928/1964: 116) as külüg 'ent1iehen', and is now read 
by Dankoff and Kelly (1982) kölük 'something borrowed'. This has nothing 
to do with kölük (read:kölök) 'beast of burden' from köl- 'to harness' as 
Clauson is inclined to suppose ("it might have come form (hired) transport 
animals" Clauson 1972:717). i would for the time being read kölüg as a 
deverbal noun with the suffix -(X)g from the hitherto unattested verb * köle
or *kölö- 'to borrow' or 'to give a loan'. 

, In MongoHan we find kölüsün, kölesün 'sweat, perspiration; payment for 
work, wages; hire, , rent, charges, fees, interest, commission', kölüsCi 
'labourer, journeyman', kölüre-, kölere- 'to sweat, perspire'. According to 
Ligeti the semantİc development was: 'sweat' -+ 'labour' -+ 'payment'. In 
all MongoHan languages the words have the meaning 'to perspire, to pay,to 
give money for, ete.'. Only in LiteraryOirat do we fınd kölösön 'pot, 
isparina, zaem, dolg, plata; sweat, loan, debt, payment' (Pozdneev 289 
apud Ligeti (1935a/1977[ -1979]:245) and Knieger (1978-1984/3:739)). 
The basic idea is 'to give something for something, either for a completed 
task, or for wares, ete., or as a loan'. 

The Mongolian word kölüsün is a derivation by the suffix -sUn. This is 
basically a denomina! suffix. According to Poppe (1964:49) itmay alsobe a 
deverbal suffix as in nilbusun 'spittle' from nilbu- 'to spit' or kögesün 
'foam' from köge- 'to foam, to rise', but this İs uncertain. The base may have 
been *nilbun 'spittle' (to which see the assimilated form nilmusun). In any 
cas e kölüre-, kölere- « kölö-) 'to sweat, perspire' is a denominal derivation 
from a hitherto unattested noun * köl( ö) with the denomina! suffıx -rA. This 
has to be the same noun from which kölösün has been derived. The meaning 
of the basic noun had to have the meaning 'sweat, perspiration', but also 
'sweat' as a metaphor for 'work' offered to somebody. For the idea that 
work is done with sweat, see the Bible. 

We have to consider one more possibility. it is interesting that we had in 
OT two words töle- 'to payadebt, repay a loan' and *köle- 'to borrow, to 
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take as a loan'. Both are present in MongoHan, though the case of töle- is 
more cl e ar. Beside tölü- 'to compensate, ete.' we find: tölügesün 'payment 
of adebt, compensation, remuneration, debt, posthumous child'. These 
words go back to töl 'newbom young animals, issue, increase of animals' , 
tölle- 'to produce young, give birth to young (of animals)'. See also tölügen 
'last year' s lamb', tölji- 'to grow (of herds of cattle)'. The basic idea here is 
the increase gained through the young, newbom animaL. it is not very 
difficult to see that the posthumous child and the payment of debt both can 
be considered as compensation coming Iate. The basic noun tOl is also 
present in OT. Its meaning, according to Clauson (1972:490), is 'progeny, 
descendants'. According to Kashghari tOl is the name of the season of 
1ittering in the Oghuz dialect and 'litter' is also called tOl. The word denotes 
thus the newbom animaL. In Tt döl has the meanings 'seed, germ, foetus, 
semen, race, sto~k, origin, son, young, child'. The word is present in many T 
sources and language s (see R6na-Tas 1970:761 -765). 

Thus we can go one step further. T töle- and Mo tölö- 'to pay off go back 
to töl 'young animal, the İncrease of livestock, something which comes in 
addition' with the T denominal suffix +A- (Erdal 1991:418-429 on p. 425 
our word). L. Clark (1975:155-157) after having discussed the earlier 
opinions, reconstructed the following: T töl 'progeny' > AK Oghuz töle- 'to 
have young' ---+ Mo töle- 'to have young' > 'to pay' ---+ 13th c. T töle- 'to 
pay'. The idea that the word İn Mongolian is of T origin comes from Poppe 
(1962:339). According to Doerfer (1963 -1975/2:630-632), the T word 
töle- may have come from T töl 'young animal' (he quotes among others 
German Vieh and English/ee, Latin pecus and pecunia), but it cannot be of 
Mongolian origin. Neither Doerfer nor Clark recognized the Mongolian töl 
which is present in all Mongolian languages. Khalkha töl, Ord töl, Buriat tül, 
Kalmuck töı. In all languages it denotes the yearly increase of the animal 
stock. See also Baoan tolceg 'telenok' (Todaeva 1964:148). Thus the caution 
of Erdal (1991:425) expressed on the Mongolian origin of the verb töle
(claimed by Clauson 1972:492: almost certainly a Mo l.-w. ff. töıö ... ") and 
the more complicated version of Clark is well founded. The only possibilty 
would be that Mo töl is a T loanword. This can be hardly refuted or proved. 
The only argument in favour of Mo töl being a T loan would be that it is 
monosyllabic. In any case the whole word family, together with tölec, is an 
old one going back to the basic noun töl present both in T and in Mo. The T 
origin of the whole word family with its basic word töl could be made 
possible if we would find that töl is a form witlı lambdacism. This has been 
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done by R6na-Tas (1970:761-765), where he connected OT töl with tüs 
'fmit'. He quoted such expressions as Tt döl-dös 'children, descendants, 
progeny' which may be an assİmilated secondary form of döl-düs and düs is 
present in düs az- 'to have a seminal emİssion during the sleep' (not to be 
connected with düs 'dream'). The T words are collected and published in 
Sevortjan 1974- 1980/3:274-276, where he c1aims that töl and tüs or tös are 
parallel derivations from a base tö- which served also as base for *tör- İn 

törü- 'to come into existence'. See also Eren 1999:120-121. 
If töle- 'to pay, etc.' goes back to töl 'young animaL, increase the 

livestock' we have to look for a noun to which *köle- would go back. In fact 
we have in Mongolian gölüge/gölige 'pup, young dog or cat' which is a 
similar derivation as tölüge 'last year's lamb' (from töl see above). This 
word is present in T as kösek 'young animal' and its WOT form kölük has 
been copied by H as At present neither T kösek nor Mo gölüge « 
kölüge) can be analyzed, but it may be possible that kösek is aderivation 
with the denominal diminutive suffıx -(A)k (Erdal 1991 :40 - 44). In this case 
we would have a hitherto unattested base T kös/köl, Mo köl(V) (> göıV). This 
would mean that OT töl and töle-, Mo töl and tölü- are all Old Bulgarian 
words, just as T * köl of * köle-, kölö- 'to borrow', Mongolian * köl of gölüge 
and * köl of kölüsün, etc., are. 

Tuming now back to Chuvash kivsen, küsen 'loan' this can be 
reconstructed as *köıeen. The -1- > -v- > O change is the same as in OT aıan 
'goıd' > Chuv İvtan, Yltan, OT alqan- 'to praise' > Chuvash i"vxan
'proklinat; to curse (sic!)', süs 'hair' < * sevs < *yulCi, or OT krlic 'sword' > 
*kile > *xivs > Chuv Xes. Thus the phonological and the morphological 
analyses can be brought into harmony. 

The West Old Turkic form *köleen İs a deriyatiye from the noun köl with 
the suffıx +eU (see Erdal 1991 104-105) and the instrumenta! -n which has 
been lexicali~ed in this word and used as an adverb, that is köı+eü+n. This 
has been copied by Hungarian as * küleün and regularly became İn Middle 
Hungarian köleön. 
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nOlno~r!ta'taS efott es az 

sovremennogo 

Keleti 

Lehnwörter im Komanischen. In: 
LJY.'U.JU.U-HJU, A. S. M. 1\/O",n0111"'Ard" 
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